Tuning the iridescence of chiral nematic cellulose nanocrystal films with a vacuum-assisted self-assembly technique.
Iridescent films composed of the chiral nematic liquid crystal phase of cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) have attracted significant interest due to their fascinating optical properties. However, the current fabrication method, i.e., solution casting with a subsequent evaporation process, has significant limitations and therefore hinders the application of CNC iridescent films. In the present study, we demonstrate, for the first time, that vacuum-assisted self-assembly (VASA) can be used to fabricate highly oriented, large area, smooth, and structurally homogeneous CNC iridescent films. It was found that a long ultrasonic pretreatment is necessary for obtaining CNC iridescent films via VASA. Furthermore, it was also found that the iridescent color of the CNC films can be tuned by the sonication time, suspension volume, and degree of vacuum. By combining CD spectroscopy, SEM, and WAXD techniques, the internal structure of CNC iridescent films prepared by VASA has been investigated in detail. Moreover, the origin of the ultrasonic pretreatment effect on the self-assembly behavior of CNCs is also discussed.